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Dark matter indirect detection:
antiprotons and gamma rays

χ2
GCE = 28.3 , −2 logLfit = 28.8

ξ = ln(J̄/J̄nom)

W±, t, b, ...

3.3 Dark matter density profile and uncertainties

Our treatment of the J-factor. → Benedikt, Alessandro
Reference to Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: [Probably we should split it up as the right panel will only be discussed later.]

3.4 WIMP contribution to dark matter

In this study we allow for the situation that the dark sector is more complicated than containing
just one particle species. We could imagine a second non-WIMP dark matter component (such
as axions or primordial black holes) which do not annihilate today and are recognized by their
gravitational interaction only. [footnote/comment on axion searches?] Hence we consider the
case that the WIMP dark matter density is a certain fraction, R ≤ 1, of the total (gravitationally
interacting) dark matter:

ρWIMP = R ρtotal . (5)

The annihilation signal today thus scales as φ ∝ R2. We will consider R as a free parameter
in the fit of the GCE signal. As the fit depends on the overall flux and on the spectrum for
mS > mh where both quantities depend on λHS we obtain a non-trivial implication for R from
the fit to the GCE only. [← Maybe the last sentence should go to the discussion]

[I think the original text I wrote regarding the R-factor (following text) contains some more
useful aspects but it rather touches the interplay between relic density constraints and GCE
and should therefore probably be located after we introduced the relic density constrain. Maybe
in the results and discussion section.] [The requirement that the WIMP relic density from
thermal freeze-out matches the measured DM density imposes a very strong constraints on the
model parameter only allowing for a thin hypersurface in parameter space. There are usually
two situations considered that relax this constraint. The first situation is that we have a non-
standard cosmological history containing out-of-equilibrium process like a late decay of a heavier
particle. This could lead to both an increase or a decrease of the WIMP relic density depending
on whether the heavier particle decays into the WIMP or into SM particles (producing entropy
and hence decreasing the WIMP yield). If we do not specify the physics of these processes
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▪ MIN/MED/MAX scenario: Large uncertainties
⇒ Joint fit of propagation parameters using precise AMS-02 data
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   Injection spectrum:
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Fit parameters:

▪ Numerically solve diffusion equation: 
   [using Galprop (or Dragon)] 
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▪ Astrophysical Sources
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▪ Energy loss
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▪ Fragmentation and decay
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   source for p:̅
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▪ Astrophysical Sources

▪ Convection
▪ Reacceleration
▪ Energy loss

B

p̅

▪ Fragmentation and decay

▪ Dark Matter  

▪ Data:
▪ AMS-02: p, He, p ̅
  [AMS 2015, 2016]

▪ CREAM: p, He ̅
  [Yoon et al. 2011] 

▪ VOYAGER: p, He ̅
  [Stone et al. 2013]

zh

zh, γ1,p, γ2,p, γ1, γ2, R0, s

zh, γ1,p, γ2,p, γ1, γ2, R0, s,D0, δ

zh, γ1,p, γ2,p, γ1, γ2, R0, s,D0, δ, v0,c

zh, γ1,p, γ2,p, γ1, γ2, R0, s,D0, δ, v0,c, vAlfen

zh, γ1,p, γ2,p, γ1, γ2, R0, s,D0, δ, v0,c, vAlfen,φAMS

zh, γ1,p, γ2,p, γ1, γ2, R0, s,D0, δ, v0,c, vAlfen, �σv�DM,mDM

zh, γ1,p, γ2,p, γ1, γ2, R0, s,D0, δ, v0,c, vAlfen, �σv�DM,mDM,φAMS

zh, γ1,p, γ2,p, γ1, γ2, R0, s,D0, δ, v0,c, vAlfen,φAMS
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Cosmic-ray propagation in the Galaxy

▪ Diffusion

Fit parameters:

Solar modulation: ▪ Astrophysical Sources

▪ Convection
▪ Reacceleration
▪ Energy loss
▪ Fragmentation and decay

▪ Dark Matter  

▪ Data:

R

R2
.7
 F

lu
x LIS flux fitted to VOYAGER

Modulated flux fitted to AMS

▪ Phenomenological description:
   force-field approximation
▪ Our approach: 
   ▪ Constrain local interstellar space (LIS) 
      flux directly by VOYAGER data
   ▪ Exclude data below 5 GV in the main fit
   ▪ Marginalized over          on-the-fly for 
      each GALPROP evaluation 
 

▪ AMS-02: p, He, p ̅
  [AMS 2015, 2016]

▪ CREAM: p, He ̅
  [Yoon et al. 2011] 

▪ VOYAGER: p, He ̅
  [Stone et al. 2013]
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[Cuoco, Krämer, Korsmeier, 2017]

Cosmic-ray fit results

▪ Not able to exclude
   thermal cross section
   around 50-100 GeV

▪ Fit prefers additional 
   antiprotons
   (with a dark matter-like
    injection spectrum)

▪ Improvement: 
   
   with (without) DM
⇒ Feature at 4.5σ-level (local) 

For 100% annihilation into bb:

zh

zh, γ1,p, γ2,p, γ1, γ2, R0, s

zh, γ1,p, γ2,p, γ1, γ2, R0, s,D0, δ

zh, γ1,p, γ2,p, γ1, γ2, R0, s,D0, δ, v0,c

zh, γ1,p, γ2,p, γ1, γ2, R0, s,D0, δ, v0,c, vAlfen

zh, γ1,p, γ2,p, γ1, γ2, R0, s,D0, δ, v0,c, vAlfen,φAMS

zh, γ1,p, γ2,p, γ1, γ2, R0, s,D0, δ, v0,c, vAlfen, �σv�DM,mDM

zh, γ1,p, γ2,p, γ1, γ2, R0, s,D0, δ, v0,c, vAlfen, �σv�DM,mDM, (φAMS)

zh, γ1,p, γ2,p, γ1, γ2, R0, s,D0, δ, v0,c, vAlfen,φAMS

χ2/d.o.f. = 46/163 (71/165)

3

[see also Cui, Yuan, Tsai, Fan, 2017]
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Cosmic-ray fit results
3

FIG. 1: Comparison of the best fit of the p̄/p ratio to the AMS-02 data [14], with a DM component (left panel) and
without DM (right panel). The lower panels show the corresponding residuals. The fit is performed between the

dotted lines, i.e., for rigidities 5GV ≤ R ≤ 10TV. The grey bands around the best fit indicate the 1 and 2σ
uncertainty, respectively. The dashed black line (labeled “φ⊙ = 0 MV”) shows the best fit without correction for

solar modulation. The solid red line shows the best fit DM contribution. We also show, for comparison, the
contribution from astrophysical tertiary antiprotons denoted by the dot-dashed line.

not reduce the evidence for a DM matter component in
the antiproton flux, and modifies only slightly the pre-
ferred ranges of DM mass and annihilation cross-section,

FIG. 2: Best fit regions (1, 2 and 3σ) for a DM
component of the antiproton flux, using the antiproton
cross-section models of [40] (Tan & Ng), [41] (di Mauro
et al.), and [42] (Kachelriess et al.). For comparison, we
also show the best fit region of the DM interpretation of

the Galactic center gamma-ray excess [38], and the
thermal value of the annihilation cross-section,

�σv� ≈ 3× 10−26 cm3s−1.

see FIG. 2. This represents an important test, since the
cross-sections used are quite different in nature. While
those of [40, 41] are based on a phenomenological param-
eterization of the available cross-section data, the cross
section of [42] is based on a physical model implemented
through Monte Carlo generators. While this check does
not exhaust the range of possible systematics related to
the antiproton cross-section, a more robust assessment
of this issue requires more accurate and comprehensive
experimental antiproton cross-section measurements.

From TABLE I we note that including a DM compo-
nent induces a shift in some of the propagation param-
eters. In particular the slope of the diffusion coefficient,
δ, changes by about 30% from a value of δ ≈ 0.36 with-
out DM to δ ≈ 0.25 when DM is included. This stresses
the importance of fitting at the same time DM and CR
background. The changes induced by a DM component
in the other CR propagation parameters are less than
about 10%. More details are reported in the supplemen-
tary material.

As a further estimate of systematic uncertainties, we
have extended the fit range down to a rigidity of R =
1GV. In this case, the fit excludes a significant DM com-
ponent in the antiproton flux. This can be understood
from the residuals for this case, which are very similar to
the ones shown in the right panel of FIG. 1. Clearly, the
excess feature at R ≈ 18GV, responsible for the DM pref-
erence in the default case, still remains. The reason why
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FIG. 1: Comparison of the best fit of the p̄/p ratio to the AMS-02 data [14], with a DM component (left panel) and
without DM (right panel). The lower panels show the corresponding residuals. The fit is performed between the

dotted lines, i.e., for rigidities 5GV ≤ R ≤ 10TV. The grey bands around the best fit indicate the 1 and 2σ
uncertainty, respectively. The dashed black line (labeled “φ⊙ = 0 MV”) shows the best fit without correction for

solar modulation. The solid red line shows the best fit DM contribution. We also show, for comparison, the
contribution from astrophysical tertiary antiprotons denoted by the dot-dashed line.
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FIG. 2: Best fit regions (1, 2 and 3σ) for a DM
component of the antiproton flux, using the antiproton
cross-section models of [40] (Tan & Ng), [41] (di Mauro
et al.), and [42] (Kachelriess et al.). For comparison, we
also show the best fit region of the DM interpretation of

the Galactic center gamma-ray excess [38], and the
thermal value of the annihilation cross-section,

�σv� ≈ 3× 10−26 cm3s−1.

see FIG. 2. This represents an important test, since the
cross-sections used are quite different in nature. While
those of [40, 41] are based on a phenomenological param-
eterization of the available cross-section data, the cross
section of [42] is based on a physical model implemented
through Monte Carlo generators. While this check does
not exhaust the range of possible systematics related to
the antiproton cross-section, a more robust assessment
of this issue requires more accurate and comprehensive
experimental antiproton cross-section measurements.

From TABLE I we note that including a DM compo-
nent induces a shift in some of the propagation param-
eters. In particular the slope of the diffusion coefficient,
δ, changes by about 30% from a value of δ ≈ 0.36 with-
out DM to δ ≈ 0.25 when DM is included. This stresses
the importance of fitting at the same time DM and CR
background. The changes induced by a DM component
in the other CR propagation parameters are less than
about 10%. More details are reported in the supplemen-
tary material.

As a further estimate of systematic uncertainties, we
have extended the fit range down to a rigidity of R =
1GV. In this case, the fit excludes a significant DM com-
ponent in the antiproton flux. This can be understood
from the residuals for this case, which are very similar to
the ones shown in the right panel of FIG. 1. Clearly, the
excess feature at R ≈ 18GV, responsible for the DM pref-
erence in the default case, still remains. The reason why
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eterization of the available cross-section data, the cross
section of [42] is based on a physical model implemented
through Monte Carlo generators. While this check does
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the antiproton cross-section, a more robust assessment
of this issue requires more accurate and comprehensive
experimental antiproton cross-section measurements.

From TABLE I we note that including a DM compo-
nent induces a shift in some of the propagation param-
eters. In particular the slope of the diffusion coefficient,
δ, changes by about 30% from a value of δ ≈ 0.36 with-
out DM to δ ≈ 0.25 when DM is included. This stresses
the importance of fitting at the same time DM and CR
background. The changes induced by a DM component
in the other CR propagation parameters are less than
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As a further estimate of systematic uncertainties, we
have extended the fit range down to a rigidity of R =
1GV. In this case, the fit excludes a significant DM com-
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without DM (right panel). The lower panels show the corresponding residuals. The fit is performed between the

dotted lines, i.e., for rigidities 5GV ≤ R ≤ 10TV. The grey bands around the best fit indicate the 1 and 2σ
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ferred ranges of DM mass and annihilation cross-section,

FIG. 2: Best fit regions (1, 2 and 3σ) for a DM
component of the antiproton flux, using the antiproton
cross-section models of [40] (Tan & Ng), [41] (di Mauro
et al.), and [42] (Kachelriess et al.). For comparison, we
also show the best fit region of the DM interpretation of

the Galactic center gamma-ray excess [38], and the
thermal value of the annihilation cross-section,

�σv� ≈ 3× 10−26 cm3s−1.

see FIG. 2. This represents an important test, since the
cross-sections used are quite different in nature. While
those of [40, 41] are based on a phenomenological param-
eterization of the available cross-section data, the cross
section of [42] is based on a physical model implemented
through Monte Carlo generators. While this check does
not exhaust the range of possible systematics related to
the antiproton cross-section, a more robust assessment
of this issue requires more accurate and comprehensive
experimental antiproton cross-section measurements.

From TABLE I we note that including a DM compo-
nent induces a shift in some of the propagation param-
eters. In particular the slope of the diffusion coefficient,
δ, changes by about 30% from a value of δ ≈ 0.36 with-
out DM to δ ≈ 0.25 when DM is included. This stresses
the importance of fitting at the same time DM and CR
background. The changes induced by a DM component
in the other CR propagation parameters are less than
about 10%. More details are reported in the supplemen-
tary material.

As a further estimate of systematic uncertainties, we
have extended the fit range down to a rigidity of R =
1GV. In this case, the fit excludes a significant DM com-
ponent in the antiproton flux. This can be understood
from the residuals for this case, which are very similar to
the ones shown in the right panel of FIG. 1. Clearly, the
excess feature at R ≈ 18GV, responsible for the DM pref-
erence in the default case, still remains. The reason why

Diffusion slope:
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▪ Antiproton cross sections
   [Tan, Ng 1983; di Mauro, Donato,
    Goudelis, Serpico 2014; Kachelriess, 
    Moskalenko, Ostapchenko 2015]

▪ Solar modulation
▪ Systematic uncertainties:
   Correlations in AMS data
   not published

Sources of systematic uncertainties

100% annihilation into bb

Dependence on the antiproton 
cross section:
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II. Implications for 
dark matter models



We use as benchmark antiproton production cross section the default in Galprop, i.e.,
the parameterization from [44]. In [16] we checked recent new updated models of the cross

section from [45] and [46], and we found that the results of the fit are substantially unchanged.

The main effect is to slightly modify the region of parameter space preferred by DM at the

level of 20–30%, leaving unchanged the values of the minimal χ2
.

Adding a DM component significantly improves the global fit of the CR antiproton data.

This is due to a sharp spectral feature in the antiproton flux at a rigidity of about 20GV. Such

a feature cannot be described by the smooth spectrum of secondary antiprotons produced

by the interactions of primary protons and helium nuclei on the interstellar medium. The

spectrum from DM annihilation, on the other hand, exhibits such a sharp feature from the

kinematic cut-off set by the DM mass. Adding a DM component thus provides a significantly

better description of the antiproton data.

mDM [GeV]

�σ
v
�[
cm

3
/s
]

tt̄hh
ZZ∗ bb

WW ∗

gg
3×10−26 cm3/s

Figure 1. Cosmic-ray fit for the individual annihilation channels: gg (cyan), WW ∗
(green), bb̄ (red),

ZZ∗
(blue), hh (pink) and tt̄ (orange) in the mDM-�σv� plane. We show the 1, 2, and 3σ contours.

For comparison we display the thermal cross section (dashed horizontal line).

In figure 1 we present the preferred range of DM masses and annihilation cross sections

for the different SM annihilation channels. The regions are frequentist contour plots of the

two-dimensional profile likelihood obtained minimizing the χ2
with respect to the remaining

eleven parameters in the fit. They, thus, include the uncertainties in the CR source spectra

and CR propagation. All channels provide an improvement compared to a fit without DM:

we find a χ2
/(number of degrees of freedom) of 71/165 for the fit without DM, which is

reduced to 46/163 (bb̄), 48/163 (hh), 50/163 (gluons and/or light quarks), 50/163 (WW ∗
),

46/163 (ZZ∗
), and 59/163 (tt̄), respectively, when adding a corresponding DM component

(see also Table 1). Formally, ∆χ2
= 25 for the two extra parameters introduced by the DM

component with annihilation into bb̄ corresponds to a significance of 4.5, although such an

estimate does not account for possible systematic errors.

Figure 1 also shows that different annihilation channels would imply different preferred
DM masses, ranging from mDM ≈ 35GeV for gluons and/or light quarks to mDM near the

Higgs and top mass for annihilation into Higgs or top-quark pairs, respectively. For all the

channels, the fit points to a thermal annihilation cross section �σv� ≈ 3× 10
−26

cm
3
/s.

– 3 –

however, has only a minor impact on our results, since, as we show below, the results of the
fits are dominated by the GCE and CR signals.

On the basis of the likelihoods obtained in the CR fit described in section 2 we now
perform a joint fit of CR antiprotons and of gamma-rays from the Galactic center and from
dwarf galaxies. The gamma-ray fit follows the methodology described in [56]. The fit contains
four input parameters, the model parameters, �σv� and mDM, as well as the J-factor for
the Galactic center, log J , and the local DM density ρ⊙. The latter two parameters are,
in principle, not independent. However, as already mentioned above, CRs and gamma-rays
probes different parts of the DM distribution in the Galaxy and it is thus reasonable to explore
the uncertainties in these two parameters as independent. We use a gaussian distribution for
log J (log-normal in J) with mean 53.54 and error 0.43, i.e., log(J/GeV2cm−5) = 53.54±0.43
as derived in [56] and, similarly, Gaussian errors for the local DM density, ρ⊙ = 0.43 ±
0.15 [32]. Figure 2 shows the preferred range of DM masses and annihilation cross sections,
where we have marginalized over log J and ρ⊙. We present 1, 2, and 3σ contours for a fit
to the GCE (blue), CR (red), CR+GCE (green) and CR+GCE+dwarfs (black) for the six
annihilation channels gg, bb̄, WW (∗), ZZ(∗), hh and tt̄. Note that the fits to the CR fluxes
in figure 2 show a wider spread in �σv� than those displayed in figure 1, because in figure 2
we marginalize over the local DM density, ρ⊙ = 0.43 ± 0.15, while in figure 1 a fixed value
ρ⊙ = 0.43 is used.

For most SM annihilation channels, we observe very good agreement between the DM
interpretation of the CR antiprotons and the GCE gamma-ray flux. The preferred region
in �σv� and mDM is consistent when comparing the CR and GCE fits individually, and
the combined CR+GCE fit. However, as can be seen in the upper left panel of figure 2,
annihilation into gluons (or light quarks) is disfavored as a explanation of both the CR
antiproton flux and the GCE, as both signal individually prefer different regions of DM
mass. Annihilation into t quarks is also disfavored since it does not provide a good fit to
either the GCE and antiprotons. Adding the constraints from dwarf galaxies disfavors large
values for �σv�, but hardly affects the combined CR+GCE fit. Numerical values of the
best-fit χ2 are reported in Table 1.

From the figure we note also that CR prefers a somewhat larger �σv� than the GCE
and, hence, the joint fit pushes ρ⊙ towards slightly larger values with respect to the assumed
prior from [32]. This is further discussed in the next section within the Higgs portal fit.

individual fits joint fit

channel χ2
CR χ2

GCE χ2
CR χ2

GCE

gg 50.3 20.8 52.0 31.6

bb̄ 45.8 21.2 47.9 23.5

WW (∗) 50.4 25.6 54.6 25.6

ZZ(∗) 45.6 25.0 45.8 25.9

hh 47.6 25.8 48.4 25.8

tt̄ 59.5 41.1 59.5 41.1

Table 1. χ2 for the individual fits to CR and GCE as well as for the joint fit. The number of degrees
of freedom for the CR and GCE fit is 163 and 22, respectively.
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3.4 WIMP contribution to dark matter

In this study we allow for the situation that the dark sector is more complicated than containing
just one particle species. We could imagine a second non-WIMP dark matter component (such
as axions or primordial black holes) which do not annihilate today and are recognized by their
gravitational interaction only. [footnote/comment on axion searches?] Hence we consider the
case that the WIMP dark matter density is a certain fraction, R ≤ 1, of the total (gravitationally
interacting) dark matter:
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however, has only a minor impact on our results, since, as we show below, the results of the
fits are dominated by the GCE and CR signals.

On the basis of the likelihoods obtained in the CR fit described in section 2 we now
perform a joint fit of CR antiprotons and of gamma-rays from the Galactic center and from
dwarf galaxies. The gamma-ray fit follows the methodology described in [56]. The fit contains
four input parameters, the model parameters, �σv� and mDM, as well as the J-factor for
the Galactic center, log J , and the local DM density ρ⊙. The latter two parameters are,
in principle, not independent. However, as already mentioned above, CRs and gamma-rays
probes different parts of the DM distribution in the Galaxy and it is thus reasonable to explore
the uncertainties in these two parameters as independent. We use a gaussian distribution for
log J (log-normal in J) with mean 53.54 and error 0.43, i.e., log(J/GeV2cm−5) = 53.54±0.43
as derived in [56] and, similarly, Gaussian errors for the local DM density, ρ⊙ = 0.43 ±
0.15 [32]. Figure 2 shows the preferred range of DM masses and annihilation cross sections,
where we have marginalized over log J and ρ⊙. We present 1, 2, and 3σ contours for a fit
to the GCE (blue), CR (red), CR+GCE (green) and CR+GCE+dwarfs (black) for the six
annihilation channels gg, bb̄, WW (∗), ZZ(∗), hh and tt̄. Note that the fits to the CR fluxes
in figure 2 show a wider spread in �σv� than those displayed in figure 1, because in figure 2
we marginalize over the local DM density, ρ⊙ = 0.43 ± 0.15, while in figure 1 a fixed value
ρ⊙ = 0.43 is used.

For most SM annihilation channels, we observe very good agreement between the DM
interpretation of the CR antiprotons and the GCE gamma-ray flux. The preferred region
in �σv� and mDM is consistent when comparing the CR and GCE fits individually, and
the combined CR+GCE fit. However, as can be seen in the upper left panel of figure 2,
annihilation into gluons (or light quarks) is disfavored as a explanation of both the CR
antiproton flux and the GCE, as both signal individually prefer different regions of DM
mass. Annihilation into t quarks is also disfavored since it does not provide a good fit to
either the GCE and antiprotons. Adding the constraints from dwarf galaxies disfavors large
values for �σv�, but hardly affects the combined CR+GCE fit. Numerical values of the
best-fit χ2 are reported in Table 1.

From the figure we note also that CR prefers a somewhat larger �σv� than the GCE
and, hence, the joint fit pushes ρ⊙ towards slightly larger values with respect to the assumed
prior from [32]. This is further discussed in the next section within the Higgs portal fit.

individual fits joint fit

channel χ2
CR χ2

GCE χ2
CR χ2

GCE

gg 50.3 20.8 52.0 31.6

bb̄ 45.8 21.2 47.9 23.5

WW (∗) 50.4 25.6 54.6 25.6

ZZ(∗) 45.6 25.0 45.8 25.9

hh 47.6 25.8 48.4 25.8

tt̄ 59.5 41.1 59.5 41.1

Table 1. χ2 for the individual fits to CR and GCE as well as for the joint fit. The number of degrees
of freedom for the CR and GCE fit is 163 and 22, respectively.
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Figure 2. Joint fit to CR fluxes, the GCE and dwarf galaxies for the individual SM annihilation
channels in the mDM-�σv� plane. We show the 1, 2, and 3σ contours. For comparison we display the
thermal cross section (dashed horizontal line).
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however, has only a minor impact on our results, since, as we show below, the results of the
fits are dominated by the GCE and CR signals.

On the basis of the likelihoods obtained in the CR fit described in section 2 we now
perform a joint fit of CR antiprotons and of gamma-rays from the Galactic center and from
dwarf galaxies. The gamma-ray fit follows the methodology described in [56]. The fit contains
four input parameters, the model parameters, �σv� and mDM, as well as the J-factor for
the Galactic center, log J , and the local DM density ρ⊙. The latter two parameters are,
in principle, not independent. However, as already mentioned above, CRs and gamma-rays
probes different parts of the DM distribution in the Galaxy and it is thus reasonable to explore
the uncertainties in these two parameters as independent. We use a gaussian distribution for
log J (log-normal in J) with mean 53.54 and error 0.43, i.e., log(J/GeV2cm−5) = 53.54±0.43
as derived in [56] and, similarly, Gaussian errors for the local DM density, ρ⊙ = 0.43 ±
0.15 [32]. Figure 2 shows the preferred range of DM masses and annihilation cross sections,
where we have marginalized over log J and ρ⊙. We present 1, 2, and 3σ contours for a fit
to the GCE (blue), CR (red), CR+GCE (green) and CR+GCE+dwarfs (black) for the six
annihilation channels gg, bb̄, WW (∗), ZZ(∗), hh and tt̄. Note that the fits to the CR fluxes
in figure 2 show a wider spread in �σv� than those displayed in figure 1, because in figure 2
we marginalize over the local DM density, ρ⊙ = 0.43 ± 0.15, while in figure 1 a fixed value
ρ⊙ = 0.43 is used.

For most SM annihilation channels, we observe very good agreement between the DM
interpretation of the CR antiprotons and the GCE gamma-ray flux. The preferred region
in �σv� and mDM is consistent when comparing the CR and GCE fits individually, and
the combined CR+GCE fit. However, as can be seen in the upper left panel of figure 2,
annihilation into gluons (or light quarks) is disfavored as a explanation of both the CR
antiproton flux and the GCE, as both signal individually prefer different regions of DM
mass. Annihilation into t quarks is also disfavored since it does not provide a good fit to
either the GCE and antiprotons. Adding the constraints from dwarf galaxies disfavors large
values for �σv�, but hardly affects the combined CR+GCE fit. Numerical values of the
best-fit χ2 are reported in Table 1.

From the figure we note also that CR prefers a somewhat larger �σv� than the GCE
and, hence, the joint fit pushes ρ⊙ towards slightly larger values with respect to the assumed
prior from [32]. This is further discussed in the next section within the Higgs portal fit.

individual fits joint fit

channel χ2
CR χ2

GCE χ2
CR χ2

GCE

gg 50.3 20.8 52.0 31.6

bb̄ 45.8 21.2 47.9 23.5

WW (∗) 50.4 25.6 54.6 25.6

ZZ(∗) 45.6 25.0 45.8 25.9

hh 47.6 25.8 48.4 25.8

tt̄ 59.5 41.1 59.5 41.1

Table 1. χ2 for the individual fits to CR and GCE as well as for the joint fit. The number of degrees
of freedom for the CR and GCE fit is 163 and 22, respectively.
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Joint fit with Fermi-LAT gamma-ray data

▪ Limits from dwarfs galaxies 

- Used spectrum and covariance matrix
  from [Calore, Cholis, Weniger 2015]
- J-factor from [Cuoco, Einteneuer, JH, 
  Krämer, 2016]

Used public likelihoods [Fermi-LAT 2017]
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▪ Dark matter interpretation of
   Galactic center excess (GCE)

- Local DM density [Salucci, Nesti, Gentile, 
  Martins, 2010] 

however, has only a minor impact on our results, since, as we show below, the results of the
fits are dominated by the GCE and CR signals.

On the basis of the likelihoods obtained in the CR fit described in section 2 we now
perform a joint fit of CR antiprotons and of gamma-rays from the Galactic center and from
dwarf galaxies. The gamma-ray fit follows the methodology described in [56]. The fit contains
four input parameters, the model parameters, �σv� and mDM, as well as the J-factor for
the Galactic center, log J , and the local DM density ρ⊙. The latter two parameters are,
in principle, not independent. However, as already mentioned above, CRs and gamma-rays
probes different parts of the DM distribution in the Galaxy and it is thus reasonable to explore
the uncertainties in these two parameters as independent. We use a gaussian distribution for
log J (log-normal in J) with mean 53.54 and error 0.43, i.e., log(J/GeV2cm−5) = 53.54±0.43
as derived in [56] and, similarly, Gaussian errors for the local DM density, ρ⊙ = 0.43 ±
0.15 [32]. Figure 2 shows the preferred range of DM masses and annihilation cross sections,
where we have marginalized over log J and ρ⊙. We present 1, 2, and 3σ contours for a fit
to the GCE (blue), CR (red), CR+GCE (green) and CR+GCE+dwarfs (black) for the six
annihilation channels gg, bb̄, WW (∗), ZZ(∗), hh and tt̄. Note that the fits to the CR fluxes
in figure 2 show a wider spread in �σv� than those displayed in figure 1, because in figure 2
we marginalize over the local DM density, ρ⊙ = 0.43 ± 0.15, while in figure 1 a fixed value
ρ⊙ = 0.43 is used.

For most SM annihilation channels, we observe very good agreement between the DM
interpretation of the CR antiprotons and the GCE gamma-ray flux. The preferred region
in �σv� and mDM is consistent when comparing the CR and GCE fits individually, and
the combined CR+GCE fit. However, as can be seen in the upper left panel of figure 2,
annihilation into gluons (or light quarks) is disfavored as a explanation of both the CR
antiproton flux and the GCE, as both signal individually prefer different regions of DM
mass. Annihilation into t quarks is also disfavored since it does not provide a good fit to
either the GCE and antiprotons. Adding the constraints from dwarf galaxies disfavors large
values for �σv�, but hardly affects the combined CR+GCE fit. Numerical values of the
best-fit χ2 are reported in Table 1.

From the figure we note also that CR prefers a somewhat larger �σv� than the GCE
and, hence, the joint fit pushes ρ⊙ towards slightly larger values with respect to the assumed
prior from [32]. This is further discussed in the next section within the Higgs portal fit.

individual fits joint fit

channel χ2
CR χ2

GCE χ2
CR χ2

GCE

gg 50.3 20.8 52.0 31.6

bb̄ 45.8 21.2 47.9 23.5

WW (∗) 50.4 25.6 54.6 25.6

ZZ(∗) 45.6 25.0 45.8 25.9

hh 47.6 25.8 48.4 25.8

tt̄ 59.5 41.1 59.5 41.1

Table 1. χ2 for the individual fits to CR and GCE as well as for the joint fit. The number of degrees
of freedom for the CR and GCE fit is 163 and 22, respectively.
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Figure 2. Joint fit to CR fluxes, the GCE and dwarf galaxies for the individual SM annihilation
channels in the mDM-�σv� plane. We show the 1, 2, and 3σ contours. For comparison we display the
thermal cross section (dashed horizontal line).
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channels in the mDM-�σv� plane. We show the 1, 2, and 3σ contours. For comparison we display the
thermal cross section (dashed horizontal line).
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however, has only a minor impact on our results, since, as we show below, the results of the
fits are dominated by the GCE and CR signals.

On the basis of the likelihoods obtained in the CR fit described in section 2 we now
perform a joint fit of CR antiprotons and of gamma-rays from the Galactic center and from
dwarf galaxies. The gamma-ray fit follows the methodology described in [56]. The fit contains
four input parameters, the model parameters, �σv� and mDM, as well as the J-factor for
the Galactic center, log J , and the local DM density ρ⊙. The latter two parameters are,
in principle, not independent. However, as already mentioned above, CRs and gamma-rays
probes different parts of the DM distribution in the Galaxy and it is thus reasonable to explore
the uncertainties in these two parameters as independent. We use a gaussian distribution for
log J (log-normal in J) with mean 53.54 and error 0.43, i.e., log(J/GeV2cm−5) = 53.54±0.43
as derived in [56] and, similarly, Gaussian errors for the local DM density, ρ⊙ = 0.43 ±
0.15 [32]. Figure 2 shows the preferred range of DM masses and annihilation cross sections,
where we have marginalized over log J and ρ⊙. We present 1, 2, and 3σ contours for a fit
to the GCE (blue), CR (red), CR+GCE (green) and CR+GCE+dwarfs (black) for the six
annihilation channels gg, bb̄, WW (∗), ZZ(∗), hh and tt̄. Note that the fits to the CR fluxes
in figure 2 show a wider spread in �σv� than those displayed in figure 1, because in figure 2
we marginalize over the local DM density, ρ⊙ = 0.43 ± 0.15, while in figure 1 a fixed value
ρ⊙ = 0.43 is used.

For most SM annihilation channels, we observe very good agreement between the DM
interpretation of the CR antiprotons and the GCE gamma-ray flux. The preferred region
in �σv� and mDM is consistent when comparing the CR and GCE fits individually, and
the combined CR+GCE fit. However, as can be seen in the upper left panel of figure 2,
annihilation into gluons (or light quarks) is disfavored as a explanation of both the CR
antiproton flux and the GCE, as both signal individually prefer different regions of DM
mass. Annihilation into t quarks is also disfavored since it does not provide a good fit to
either the GCE and antiprotons. Adding the constraints from dwarf galaxies disfavors large
values for �σv�, but hardly affects the combined CR+GCE fit. Numerical values of the
best-fit χ2 are reported in Table 1.

From the figure we note also that CR prefers a somewhat larger �σv� than the GCE
and, hence, the joint fit pushes ρ⊙ towards slightly larger values with respect to the assumed
prior from [32]. This is further discussed in the next section within the Higgs portal fit.
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perform a joint fit of CR antiprotons and of gamma-rays from the Galactic center and from
dwarf galaxies. The gamma-ray fit follows the methodology described in [56]. The fit contains
four input parameters, the model parameters, �σv� and mDM, as well as the J-factor for
the Galactic center, log J , and the local DM density ρ⊙. The latter two parameters are,
in principle, not independent. However, as already mentioned above, CRs and gamma-rays
probes different parts of the DM distribution in the Galaxy and it is thus reasonable to explore
the uncertainties in these two parameters as independent. We use a gaussian distribution for
log J (log-normal in J) with mean 53.54 and error 0.43, i.e., log(J/GeV2cm−5) = 53.54±0.43
as derived in [56] and, similarly, Gaussian errors for the local DM density, ρ⊙ = 0.43 ±
0.15 [32]. Figure 2 shows the preferred range of DM masses and annihilation cross sections,
where we have marginalized over log J and ρ⊙. We present 1, 2, and 3σ contours for a fit
to the GCE (blue), CR (red), CR+GCE (green) and CR+GCE+dwarfs (black) for the six
annihilation channels gg, bb̄, WW (∗), ZZ(∗), hh and tt̄. Note that the fits to the CR fluxes
in figure 2 show a wider spread in �σv� than those displayed in figure 1, because in figure 2
we marginalize over the local DM density, ρ⊙ = 0.43 ± 0.15, while in figure 1 a fixed value
ρ⊙ = 0.43 is used.

For most SM annihilation channels, we observe very good agreement between the DM
interpretation of the CR antiprotons and the GCE gamma-ray flux. The preferred region
in �σv� and mDM is consistent when comparing the CR and GCE fits individually, and
the combined CR+GCE fit. However, as can be seen in the upper left panel of figure 2,
annihilation into gluons (or light quarks) is disfavored as a explanation of both the CR
antiproton flux and the GCE, as both signal individually prefer different regions of DM
mass. Annihilation into t quarks is also disfavored since it does not provide a good fit to
either the GCE and antiprotons. Adding the constraints from dwarf galaxies disfavors large
values for �σv�, but hardly affects the combined CR+GCE fit. Numerical values of the
best-fit χ2 are reported in Table 1.

From the figure we note also that CR prefers a somewhat larger �σv� than the GCE
and, hence, the joint fit pushes ρ⊙ towards slightly larger values with respect to the assumed
prior from [32]. This is further discussed in the next section within the Higgs portal fit.

individual fits joint fit

channel χ2
CR χ2

GCE χ2
CR χ2

GCE

gg 50.3 20.8 52.0 31.6

bb̄ 45.8 21.2 47.9 23.5

WW (∗) 50.4 25.6 54.6 25.6

ZZ(∗) 45.6 25.0 45.8 25.9

hh 47.6 25.8 48.4 25.8

tt̄ 59.5 41.1 59.5 41.1

Table 1. χ2 for the individual fits to CR and GCE as well as for the joint fit. The number of degrees
of freedom for the CR and GCE fit is 163 and 22, respectively.
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▪ What does that imply for a full model?
▪ Consider general Higgs Portal model:
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Figure 2: Relative contribution to the dark matter annihilation cross section today, for two choices of the Higgs-

scalar coupling λHS = 1 (left panel) and λHS = 0.01 (right panel). Below mS = mh the relative contribution is

independent of λHS .

2-body final states to those presented in Ref. [63]. We find very good agreement in general, with

some small deviations in the flux from annihilation into gg and cc̄ final states.

The spectra from the various final states, f = t, h, Z,W, b, τ, c, g, are combined, weighted by

their relative strength as predicted within the scalar Higgs portal model as a function of the

DM mass, mS , and the Higgs-scalar coupling, λHS , see figure 2. The resulting γ-ray flux per

unit solid angle at a photon energy Eγ is

dΦ

dΩdE
=

1

2m2
S

�

f

dNf

dE

�σv�f
4π

�

l.o.s

ds ρ2 (r(s, θ)) , (8)

where dNf/dE is the photon spectrum per annihilation for a given final state f , �σv�f is the

corresponding velocity-averaged annihilation cross section, and ρ is the DM density. The integral

has to be evaluated along the line-of-sight (l.o.s.) at an observational angle θ towards the galactic
center. The l.o.s. integral of the DM density-squared over the solid angle dΩ is called the J-
factor, and is discussed in more detail in section 3.3.

The scalar Higgs portal model prediction for the γ-ray spectrum per annihilation,
�

f
dNf/dE

×�σv�f/�σv�, is shown in figure 3 for different choices of λHS and for dark matter masses mS

that are of particular relevance in describing the GCE, as discussed below.

3.3 Dark matter density profile and uncertainties

The DM density in the Milky Way is only directly measured in the vicinity of the solar system,

and only with a quite large uncertainty, mostly systematic in nature. In the inner galaxy no

direct measurements are available since the gravitational potential is dominated by the baryonic

matter. Extrapolations are thus necessary together with assumptions about the shape of the

DM density profile, which is typically parameterized as a cored or cuspy profile. However, in

the particular case of this analysis, where we are studying the DM interpretation of the GCE,

we can limit the study to the DM profiles which are compatible with the measured shape of the

GCE itself, i.e., cuspy profiles.

We will thus parameterize the DM profile as a generalized Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW)

profile [65]:

ρ(r) = ρs

�
r

rs

�−γ �
1 +

r

rs

�−3+γ

, (9)

5

Higgs portal model predicts annihilation pre-dominantly into bottom quarks, W -bosons and

gluons with a weight of approximately 70, 20 and 10%, respectively. We find a χ2
/(number

of degrees of freedom) of 47/163 for the Higgs portal model fit, compared to 71/165 for the

fit without DM.
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Figure 3. Joint fit to CR, GCE and dwarfs for the singlet scalar Higgs portal model.

Performing a joint fit of the CR antiproton flux with the GCE (green contours) as well

as with the GCE and dwarf galaxies (black contours) shifts the preferred region to slightly

smaller masses mDM ≈ 55GeV, with a χ2
/(number of degrees of freedom) of 49/163 for the

CR and 20.8/22 for the GCE. Although the best-fit point for the GCE-only fit lies at smaller

masses, around mDM ≈ 45GeV (cf. [56]), the χ2
/(number of degrees of freedom) for the GCE

in the joint fit is almost as good as for the GCE-only fit (which yields 19.2/22). We can draw

the quite general conclusion that DM models where the annihilation is pre-dominantly into

bb̄,WW (∗)
or ZZ(∗)

final states, or any combination thereof, provide a very good fit of the

CR antiproton flux, the GCE and gamma-rays from dwarf galaxies, and point to a DM mass

in the vicinity of mDM ≈ 60GeV.

We proceed with a more detailed analysis of the scalar Higgs portal model, where we

take into account the various constraints on the parameter space from the Higgs invisible

decay width, direct detection searches, searches for gamma-ray lines from the inner Galaxy

and the DM relic density. Hence we consider the actual model parameters mS = mDM and

λHS defined in eq. (4.1).

We shall discuss the various constraints briefly in turn, and refer to [56] for more details.

• For light DM below the Higgs threshold, mDM < mh/2, the invisible Higgs decay

h → SS is kinematically allowed. The LHC limits on the Higgs invisible branching

ratio, BRinv � 0.23 [72], thus imply an upper limit on the Higgs-scalar coupling λHS as

a function of the DM mass.

• The scalar Higgs portal model predicts a spin-independent DM-nucleon scattering cross

section, σSI ∝ λ2
HS

/m2
DM, through the exchange of the SM Higgs boson. The model

is therefore severely constrained by direct detection experiments. We use the recent

direct detection limits from LUX [73] in our numerical analysis, updating the results

presented in [56]. Furthermore, we introduce the local DM density ρ⊙, relevant for the
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Implications for realistic models

Relative weight of channels

⇒ Points to dark matter masses of around 60 GeV ≃ mh/2!

Joint fit
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Figure 4. Triangle plot of the fit to the CR and GCE and all other constraints (including unconfirmed

dwarfs) on the parameter space within the Higgs portal singlet scalar model. The black, blue and

light blue points lie within the 1, 2, and 3σ region around the best-fit point (denoted by a white dot),

respectively.

DM-nucleon scattering rate and the CR flux, as an additional nuisance parameter in

the fit.

• Searches for gamma-ray lines provide constraints on the cross section for the annihila-

tion into mono-chromatic photons, �σv�γγ . We have calculated �σv�γγ using an Higgs

effective Lagrangian as described in [56], and constrain the model with data from the

recent Fermi-LAT search for spectral lines in the Milky Way halo [74].
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Implications for realistic models
▪ Consider singlet scalar Higgs Portal model:

▪ Include constraints from 
   LHC, direct detection, relic density
▪ Well fitted for in Higgs funnel mDM ≃ mh/2

Fit prefers larger local 
DM density (somewhat
smaller J-factor) than
nominal values 

however, has only a minor impact on our results, since, as we show below, the results of the
fits are dominated by the GCE and CR signals.

On the basis of the likelihoods obtained in the CR fit described in section 2 we now
perform a joint fit of CR antiprotons and of gamma-rays from the Galactic center and from
dwarf galaxies. The gamma-ray fit follows the methodology described in [56]. The fit contains
four input parameters, the model parameters, �σv� and mDM, as well as the J-factor for
the Galactic center, log J , and the local DM density ρ⊙. The latter two parameters are,
in principle, not independent. However, as already mentioned above, CRs and gamma-rays
probes different parts of the DM distribution in the Galaxy and it is thus reasonable to explore
the uncertainties in these two parameters as independent. We use a gaussian distribution for
log J (log-normal in J) with mean 53.54 and error 0.43, i.e., log(J/GeV2cm−5) = 53.54±0.43
as derived in [56] and, similarly, Gaussian errors for the local DM density, ρ⊙ = 0.43 ±
0.15 [32]. Figure 2 shows the preferred range of DM masses and annihilation cross sections,
where we have marginalized over log J and ρ⊙. We present 1, 2, and 3σ contours for a fit
to the GCE (blue), CR (red), CR+GCE (green) and CR+GCE+dwarfs (black) for the six
annihilation channels gg, bb̄, WW (∗), ZZ(∗), hh and tt̄. Note that the fits to the CR fluxes
in figure 2 show a wider spread in �σv� than those displayed in figure 1, because in figure 2
we marginalize over the local DM density, ρ⊙ = 0.43 ± 0.15, while in figure 1 a fixed value
ρ⊙ = 0.43 is used.

For most SM annihilation channels, we observe very good agreement between the DM
interpretation of the CR antiprotons and the GCE gamma-ray flux. The preferred region
in �σv� and mDM is consistent when comparing the CR and GCE fits individually, and
the combined CR+GCE fit. However, as can be seen in the upper left panel of figure 2,
annihilation into gluons (or light quarks) is disfavored as a explanation of both the CR
antiproton flux and the GCE, as both signal individually prefer different regions of DM
mass. Annihilation into t quarks is also disfavored since it does not provide a good fit to
either the GCE and antiprotons. Adding the constraints from dwarf galaxies disfavors large
values for �σv�, but hardly affects the combined CR+GCE fit. Numerical values of the
best-fit χ2 are reported in Table 1.

From the figure we note also that CR prefers a somewhat larger �σv� than the GCE
and, hence, the joint fit pushes ρ⊙ towards slightly larger values with respect to the assumed
prior from [32]. This is further discussed in the next section within the Higgs portal fit.

individual fits joint fit

channel χ2
CR χ2

GCE χ2
CR χ2

GCE

gg 50.3 20.8 52.0 31.6

bb̄ 45.8 21.2 47.9 23.5

WW (∗) 50.4 25.6 54.6 25.6

ZZ(∗) 45.6 25.0 45.8 25.9

hh 47.6 25.8 48.4 25.8

tt̄ 59.5 41.1 59.5 41.1

Table 1. χ2 for the individual fits to CR and GCE as well as for the joint fit. The number of degrees
of freedom for the CR and GCE fit is 163 and 22, respectively.
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▪ With AMS-02 cosmic-ray precision era started

▪ Reduce uncertainties w.r.t. MIN/MED/MAX scenario:
   ⇒ Joint fit of propagation parameters and dark matter

▪ Feature in antiprotons: Possible hint for dark matter

▪ Systematic uncertainties: 
   ▪ Antiproton cross sections
   ▪ Solar modulation
   ▪ Correlations in AMS data

▪ Implications for dark matter models:
  ▪ Compatible with GCE and dwarfs for several channels
  ▪ Slight preference for larger local density
  ▪ Joint fit in minimal Higgs Portal model 

Conclusions
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Backup
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FIG. 5: Triangle plot for the cosmic-ray propagation and dark matter fit parameters for the two fits in which DM is

included (black contours) or not included (red contours).

MAIN FIT EXTENDED RESULTS

FIG. 5 present the full triangle plot summarizing the

results of the main fit with (black contours) and without

(red contours) DM. We can see, as already described in

the main text, that the main effect when including DM

is a shift of the parameter δ by about ∼30%. This shift

is accompanied by a corresponding shift in γ2 and γ2,p.
This is expected since the quantity δ+ γ has to be equal

to the observed slope of the spectra of the primary species

p and He at high rigidities.

RESULTS FOR W+W− ANNIHILATION

In FIG. 6 we show the DM preferred region, and limits

on the annihilation cross-section, for W+W−
final states,

in comparison to bb̄ final states. For mDM ≥ mW , where

annihilation into W+W−
is kinematically accessible, the

DM preferred region, and the limits on the annihilation

cross-section, are very similar to those obtained for bb̄.
This is expected since the antiproton spectrum per anni-

hilation is very similar in each hadronic channel, includ-

ing Z0Z0
as well as u, d, s, c, t quarks and gluons.

[Cuoco, Krämer, Korsmeier, 2017]



▪ Take measured spectrum     and covariance matrix 
   from [Calore, Cholis, Weniger: 1409.0042]

▪ Additional uncertainty on the theoretical prediction 
  of the spectrum                                     

▪ Large theoretical uncertainties on DM distribution in galaxy:

χ2 =
�

i,j

(di − 10ξmi)(Σij)
−1(dj − 10ξmj) +

ξ2

(log10 2)2
(9)
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Figure 2: Relative contribution to the dark matter annihilation today, exemplarily for λHS = 1 (left panel) and
λHS = 0.01 (right panel). Below mS = mh the contributions are independent of λHS .
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3.3 Dark matter density profile and uncertainties
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3.4 WIMP contribution to dark matter

In this study we allow for the situation that the dark sector is more complicated than containing
just one particle species. We could imagine a second non-WIMP dark matter component (such
as axions or primordial black holes) which do not annihilate today and are recognized by their
gravitational interaction only. [footnote/comment on axion searches?] Hence we consider the
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3.4 WIMP contribution to dark matter

In this study we allow for the situation that the dark sector is more complicated than containing

just one particle species. We could imagine a second non-WIMP dark matter component (such

4

while the possibility to drive inflation through a non-minimal coupling of the scalar to gravity
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Figure 17. Spectrum of the GCE emission, together with statistical and systematical errors, for
model F (cf. figure 14). We show fits to the GCE with various spectral models. We emphasize that
the shown systematic errors are correlated, and that the spectral models actually do provide a good
fit to the data in most cases. We show the best-fit model parameters, along with indicators for the
fit quality, in table 4 (cf. figures 18 and 20). See text for details on the fitting procedure.

parametric fits to the data.
In the previous section, we found that theoretical and empirical model uncertainties

affect the GCE spectrum at a similar level (see figure 14). However, theoretical model
uncertainties in the way we discussed them here are difficult to interpret in a purely statistical
sense, since the TS values that we find for fits with our 60 GDE models differ typically by
> O(100) values (see appendix A), and even our best-fit model for the GDE gives formally
a poor fit to the data. This is a generic problem of modeling the GDE [58], as we discussed
at the end of section 4.1. On the other hand, the empirical model uncertainties are simple
to interpret statistically and give by construction a realistic account for typical systematics
of state-of-the-art GDE modeling.

We will hence adopt the following strategy : We will use the GCE spectrum and associ-
ated statistical errors from model F only, which gives formally the best-fit to the Fermi -LAT
data in our ROI. In fits to the GCE spectrum we then only consider the empirical model
systematics, and neglect the theoretical ones. Given the small scatter for the GCE spec-
trum that we find for different GDE models, this is well justified. We checked explicitly that
using different GDE model as starting point in the spectral fits would not alter our results
significantly (see appendix C.2). Hence, we consider our approach as statistically sound and
sufficiently robust to derive meaningful results.

We will introduce general aspects of fits with correlated errors in subsection 5.1, and
then test the most common interpretations of the GCE emission in terms of a number of DM
and astrophysical toy models in subsection 5.2 and 5.3.
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